Please find below a summary of Industry Canada outgoing activities since the last ACTA meeting on April 23rd, 2015:

- **Outgoing activities:**

  - CS-03 Part VIII (xDSL requirements) - IC introduced small changes to Part VIII, Issue 9, Amendment 4. The Balloting process ended on June 5th, 2015 and was unanimously approved by TAPAC voting members. It is expected that CS-03 Part VIII, Amendment 5 to be published Fall 2015.

  - CS-03 Part I (analogue TTE requirements) - IC introduced small changes to Part I, Issue 9, Amendment 4. The Balloting process ended on July 3, 2015 and was unanimously approved by TAPAC voting members. It is expected that that CS-03 Part I, Amendment 5 to be published Fall 2015.

  - DC-01(Declaration of Conformity and Registration of Terminal Equipment), Issue 6 - Amendments were introduced to address industry needs and incorporate the new IC registration software. It is expected that DC-01, Issue 6 to be published Fall 2015.

  - A new online template, “General Inquiry” was released. This tool allows manufacturers, test Labs/certification bodies, representatives and users to submit general inquiries such as technical interpretation, harmonization, access to frequency bands, equipment use whereas changes to regulatory standards may include technical, editorial or other types of changes. This tool is in addition to the Standard Change Request Template released on April 2105.

- **TAPAC (Terminal Attachment Programme Advisory Committee)** - No TAPAC meeting has been scheduled for November 2015. The next meeting will be scheduled as needed based on TAPAC members’ request.
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